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Spring 2021 Advising

Spring 2021 advising will begin on October 5, 2020. Advising will remain online, similar to last spring. All forms and procedures for advising are available on the CE Website: https://www.sjsu.edu/cee/students/advising/index.html

Spring 2021 Schedule

The Spring 2021 schedule looks a bit different than previous schedules. The department has made some structural changes to the schedule in order to serve you better. Please be sure to read it carefully so that you are aware of the new days/times of many of our required courses.

Here are a few important items to note:

- Spring 2021 will remain primarily online, with only limited activities permitted in-person. Students should remain off-campus unless there is a justification for being there. Buildings will remain accessible only via keycard (your Tower ID). Your Tower ID will only be given access if you have an activity that is in-person.
  - If you need access to a campus building and your Tower ID was issued prior to 2018, you may need to request a new card. Replacement is by appointment only. You can schedule an appointment here: https://toweridcardsjsu.as.me/schedule.php. When you get the Student Success Center for your appointment, if the building is locked there are phone numbers posted on a piece of paper in the windows near the door.
- All Upper Division Lecture/Lab courses will now have sections on both MW and TR. The corresponding labs to those lectures will be on the same days in the afternoon from 1330-1615. There will no longer be evening labs for these courses.
- Most classes will remain in Modes 1 and 2. Currently, the only undergraduate course that will be in hybrid mode (have some in-person activity) is CE 120. If you must take CE 120 and are unable to attend in-person for any reason, you can work with the instructor to arrange remote instruction.
- Some undergraduate electives have been moved. We will now offer a elective on Friday afternoons to improve spread of courses, thus maximizing opportunity for students. Check your preferred electives for their new times.
Who should I ask?

Don't know who to ask for help? See below!

Change of major?
Dr. Vukazich

Priority Status?
Dr. Vukazich

Applying for Graduation?
Your advisor.

Document signing?
Civil Engineering Office

Graduate Forms?
Dr. McMullin

Course Selection?
Your advisor.

GE Advising?
Engineering Student Success Center

Course Grades?
Your instructor. Only if a resolution cannot be found, reach out to Dr. Green.

Special circumstances or concerns?
Dr. Green

Undergraduate Advisors

Undergraduate Advisors

- Last Names from A-H:
  - Dr. Al-Manaseer, Akthem.Al-Manaseer@sjsu.edu
- Last Names from H-O:
  - Dr. Al-Manaseer, Akthem.Al-Manaseer@sjsu.edu
- Last Names from P-Z:
  - Dr. Vukazich, Steven.Vukazich@sjsu.edu

Graduate Advisors

Graduate Advising

Conditionally Classified Students. All students who are conditionally classified MUST meet with Dr. McMullin, our Graduate Coordinator, every semester to discuss progress towards satisfying your conditions and ensure proper course selection. Dr. McMullin can be reached at Kurt.McMullin@sjsu.edu.

Classified Students. All fully classified students must meet with their academic advisor in their first semester to generate an educational plan, which includes course selection (primary area of specialization, secondary area of specialization, and CE electives) that meet degree requirements posted in the catalog, satisfy the GWAR writing requirement, and complete the MS culminating experience. Once you make your educational plan, you only need to meet with your advisor if your plans change or if you are completing your candidacy application. For more information, reach out to your advisor.

Graduate Advisors

Graduate Coordinator:
- Dr. McMullin, Kurt.McMullin@sjsu.edu

Construction Engineering:
- Dr. Pyeon, Jae.Pyeon@sjsu.edu

Environmental Engineering:
- Dr. Ndon, Udeme.Ndon@sjsu.edu

Geotechnical Engineering:
- Dr. Green, Laura.Sullivan-Green@sjsu.edu

Structural Engineering:
- Last Names from A-E:
  - Dr. Al-Manaseer, Akthem.Al-Manaseer@sjsu.edu
- Last Names from E-M (For Fall 2020 Only):
  - Dr. Al-Manaseer, Akthem.Al-Manaseer@sjsu.edu
- Last Names from M-Z:
  - Dr. Vukazich, Steven.Vukazich@sjsu.edu

Transportation Engineering:
- Dr. Botha, Jan.Botha@sjsu.edu

Water Resources Engineering:
- Last Names from A-M:
  - Dr. Hoang, Olivia.Hoang@sjsu.edu
- Last Names from N-Z:
  - Dr. Jeyachandran, Indumathi.Jeyachandran@sjsu.edu